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This newsletter is for you, the user, to inform you of problems that have been sent 
in from scorers across the nation and the solutions for those problems. We will be 
sending this out from time to time to keep you informed and assist you in usage of 
the program. If you have a problem or issue that needs to be addressed send an 
email to the editor and we will get your problem addressed immediately and keep 
all of the users informed of the problems/solutions involved. 
 
Update 7.0.2.3 is Available for Downloading 
The updated version 7.0.2.3 is now available for download. This update fixes some 
bugs and issues that were discovered and Dave has been working his way through 
the issues. I will address the significant issues and the minor fixes will just be there 
for you this summer.  
 
SurePath Judging Screen 
Version 2.5.3 of the SurePath program is available in the AWSA section of the 
USA-WSWS website in the Technical Controllers section.  
AWSA Technical Controllers Resources (teamusa.org) 
If you will be using a separate monitor to display this screen, you will need to 
download the latest version of the program.  
 
In Issue 01 of the newsletter, we published the connection procedures for the 
program using the WaterSkiConnect button on your Slalom scoring screen. This 
will still work as we planned and WSTIMS will gather the data in the background 
for the required reports and will automatically populate the pass times box with the 
boat times, but if there is a glitch and the time does not appear, then click on the 
Clock icon in the box to the left of the Boat Time box and the program will request 
that the data be sent again. If this fails then fill in the time manually like you have 
always done and move on to the next pass. 
 
Dave has added two new editable reports to the Slalom tab. 

1. Boat Path Import Report – This can be used to edit/correct the driver, skier 
id, round and pass if sending the skier information was missed initially. Edit 
as necessary and remember to click the “Save” button to make sure your 
edits are saved. You can also “Export” the file for printing purposes for 
review. 



2. Boat Time Import Report – The instructions in number 1 above also apply to 
this report. 

 
We are working on an updated version of the complete How To Use SurePath in 
WSTIMS and will publish it as soon as the day to day updates slow down to a 
reasonable level of acceptance. Hopefully this will all be taken care of by the time 
that the Rules committee can present the appropriate rules for usage of the 
SurePath data can be presented to the Board of Directors for actual use and this 
will in all probability be after the IWWF World Tournament in October. 
 
IWWF License Verification 
The program will now verify from the USA-WSWS and IWWF database the 
IWWF license numbers for all class L & R participants and will also (if you have 
an internet connection) verify the information if you add a skier to the registration 
file or update the class of a skier in the Running Order screen for the event if the 
participant has not skied or event scoring panel if they have skied. Be sure and 
select the next skier in the list so and changes to the data for the class change or 
performance will be recorded in the tournament files. 
 
WSTIMS Handles Dual Boat Drivers  
The program will now handle the Dual Boat Drivers in the Officials Assignment 
screen and transmit the data to the WaterSkiConnect/SurePath program for both 
the slalom and jump events. As of right now, the selected driver will revert back to 
the first one in the list when you move to the next skier.  This will be improved in 
the future.  
 
Thanks, and see you somewhere this summer, Jeff & Dave 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


